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A Letter from
the Chairman: 2014

Chairman Jeromy Sullivan

This year has been another year of growth
and success for the Port Gamble S’Klallams.
While we acknowledge areas we still need
to improve upon, we have been blessed this
year with progress. Our Tribal members are
becoming more involved and it shows in the
many questions and suggestions that are posed
to Tribal leadership. That is a really good thing
and we will continue provide opportunities to
participate and improve this Tribe. There is no
one individual that has all the answers, we all
have good ideas and this Tribe will thrive even
more when we are all pulling in the same direction. We all should look forward to where
that will take us.
The many people that work for you have
been very busy and this community is blessed
with having this kind of dedication. Some of
the things that have been worked on include
trying to find the best solution to the cleanup, restoration and protection of our home,
Nookayet and some successful negotiations
with Indian Health Services. The Tribe is
continuing to find ways to improve on the
economic opportunities. We work hard on
protecting and improving all Natural Resource issues pertaining to all types of fishing
and hunting. Our Chief Financial Oﬃcer has
been leading in the research into the issues of
General Welfare and Per Capita. We also have
learned more than we ever wanted to know
about housing issues especially the impacts
of methamphetamine on our rental homes.
Which has brought about a ripple aﬀect of
addressing the need to increase eﬀorts that
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help Our Tribal Members who suﬀer from
addiction, while at the same time holding
them accountable.
The Tribe continued to work with the Department of Ecology on the cleanup of Port
Gamble Bay. While Pope Resources and Dept.
of Ecology have signed a consent decree, an
agreement, they are still negotiating the final
cleanup plans. It appears that many more
creosote pilings are in our bay than predicted.
Potentially 2,000 more need removing, which
will increase the cost of the cleanup. The clean
up planning and implementation are, and will
be, closely monitored by the Tribe and we will
be sure to give the community more information as it comes forward.
This year the Tribal Council negotiated with
Indian Health Services on a settlement for
their failure in fulfilling payment to the
Tribe for our health services we provided to
our members. The claims date back to 1997
through 2013. In the end we were successful
in negotiating a nice settlement for the tribe
that will go into the Tribe’s reserve account
for future projects. This was very exciting and
we were very happy with the end result! Nice
job to all involved, especially Greg Anderson,
whose diligence, record keeping, and years of
battling federal employees finally paid oﬀ!

Development Corporation and Tribal Gaming
Agency all have new leadership that brought
new ideas and ambition to further our mission. We are hopeful of these new leaders and
what they bring to their positions.
In closing, I want to thank this Tribe for the
many blessings it has brought to me and my
family. It is an honor to work for you and
an honor to work with the people trying to
make this community the best place to live.
We can certainly see that we have a lot of
work, but I urge you to look at the many
positive things we are getting accomplished.
Take inventory, if you will.
Thank you, God bless.
Jeromy

This year brought turnover in many leadership
roles within the Tribe. Public Safety, PGST
Foundation, Housing Authority, Nookayet
Nizhoni Price >>>
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Tribal Administration
This year the Executive and Administration
Team have worked with the Tribal Council developing and improving many policies of the
Tribe. The Tribe is still in the middle of organizational change in separating our business
and government activities. This means revising
and developing many policies and procedures
to strengthen our Nookayet Development
Corporation’s ability to do business.
The Tribe is once again proud to be a
front-runner in the Nation on major programs in the health and social services fields.
These innovative and collaborative programs
have helped put our small reservation on
the National and Global map. This year
we hosted visits of notable leaders like State
Representative Drew Hansen, Governor Jay
Inslee, and U.S. Secretary of Health, Sylvia
Burwell. We have also been the host several
times to foreign countries from all over the
globe looking at ways to develop systems to
protect children and work with families.
The legal team has helped develop several
new Tribal codes this year and is once again
celebrating yet another successful fee to trust
application of transferring 20 more acres into
trust for the Tribe! Several Human Resources
policies were approved to make the hiring
process more easily understood and more
favorable for S’Klallam preference in hiring.
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2014 was a successful year for the Special
Projects/Self-Governance department. In 2005
the Tribe had filed a Contact Support Cost
Claims against IHS for years 2005-2010. Greg
Anderson had spent numerous hours arguing
that we had been underfunded in Contract
Support Costs over those years, and because
of his tireless eﬀorts, along with Lloyd Miller
from Sonosky, Chambers, Sachse, Endreson
& Perry LLP the Tribe was able to come to a
favorable agreement with IHS in a settlement
of around three million dollars.
Financial policies relating to budgeting,
banking and fraud were all revised to
strengthen our internal controls. An additional Internal Auditor position was added
to the Executive Team to help us continually improve internal controls and processes.
Also in 2014 were new IRS laws have caused
Tribe’s around the Nation to redesign many
of the programs that Tribal Members receive
benefits from to protect tribal members from
being taxed on those benefits. We ended
the year implementing the Councils Direction to provide a General Welfare – Elders
Home Subsidy benefit to provide assistance
to elders.
Tribal administration worked at making our
campus more accessible and user friendly by
renovating restrooms, installing brighter and
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more energy-eﬃcient outdoor light bulbs, installing disabled access doors at the main entrance.
A new campus plan is near completion that will
help design future changes relating to oﬃce and
parking space!

2014 BY THE NUMBERS
Tribal Enrollment: 1263
Tribal Government: 298 Employees

(48% enrolled PGST)

The Point Casino: 212 Employees
Trust land: 1750 acres
Fee status: 72 acres
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2014 Tribal Goals
Tribal Goal 1: Increase

Tribal Goal 5: Preserve and

Education Opportunities for Tribal
Members of All Ages

Restore S’Klallam Tribal History,
Language and Culture

Tribal Goal 2: Manage

Tribal Goal 6: Assure Public

growth in a manner that ensures that
future generations have adequate
land, that needed infrastructure and
tribal facilities are well planned, coordinated and developed, and that the
costs of growth are considered.

Tribal Goal 3: Ensure that
Port Gamble Bay is Protected, Enhanced and Returned to a Healthy
Environment

Tribal Goal 4: Diversify

Safety on the Reservation.

Tribal Goal 7: Enhance the

Health of the Tribal Community.

Tribal Goal 8: Protect and

Enhance Treaty Right Opportunities
for Tribal Members of all ages.

Tribal Goal 9: Create more

job opportunities for tribal members.

Reservation Economy to be Less
Dependent on Governmental Funds
and Gaming Revenues

<<< Fred “Brown” Fulton
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Tribal Goal 1: Increase Education
Opportunities for Tribal Members of All Ages
The one constant through all the years of
tribal administration has been an emphasis
on education. From early childhood education to advanced college degrees, the tribe
has made great eﬀorts over time to make
sure that tribal educational programs are well
funded and eﬀectively run.
Early Childhood Education received the
highest (one hundred percent!) score from
the Oﬃce of Head Start for compliance with
federal regulations. The compliance review
not only looks at technical requirements
(building condition, kitchen/food health and
safety, adequacy of learning materials, etc.),
the review also evaluates the quality of the
teaching. The review concluded something
we already knew: the teachers at PGST Early
Childhood Education are experts in their
field, show a passion for their job and have
love for the kids!
Of course, Early Childhood’s high score
reflects on the dedication and perseverance of
the Early Childhood management and staﬀ.
But this kind of score would not be possible
if it weren’t for tribal members who serve
on the Active Policy Council and the Parent
Committee. The Active Policy Council serves
as an advisory group, providing guidance to
management staﬀ on important decisions
that impact all aspects of the program. Also,
credit should be given to the Parent Com-
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mittee for their unwavering support of Early
Childhood through their fundraising eﬀorts,
family nights, honors celebrations, gift giving
and other important activities that make the
Early Childhood program successful.
While education isn’t a primary responsibility
for Natural Resources, the NR staﬀ continues
to play a significant role in educational eﬀorts
of the tribe. NR staﬀ continues to teach college classes and provide guest lectures within
the Northwest Indian College. NR routinely
recruits the help of tribal members for fieldwork that provides valuable skills and knowledge in the areas of marine biology, archeology, anthropology, and other disciplines.
It is the Career and Education department
that has the most direct impact on ensuring
a foundation of education for tribal members. The department reports that 26 high
school students received their diplomas or
GEDs and 11 college students received advanced college degrees! 124 families attended the dinner celebration honoring these
achievements.
Once again, the popular Wolfle Summer
experience helped many of the tribe’s youngest children make a smooth transition to the
“big school” for the first time. The program
allowed tribal kids to meet their teachers, go
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to the library and generally get acquainted
with the school before attending the fall. For
the older students, the “experience” included
fun programs and challenging activities that
were culturally relevant. In 2014, the focus
was on literacy and math skills. Fun events
included a storyteller, Zumba classes, and a
special introductory class on traditional weaving. Depending on age, students were able to
take field trips to Heronswood Garden, the
Bloedel Reserve, Battlepoint Park, and other
fun locations!
Career and EduCFS was
cation also sponnotified in
sored the popular
2014 their
department
Summer Youth
Program (SYP) to would receive
the Casey
give tribal youth
an introduction to Excellence
for Children
the work world.
Award as a
Twenty-seven
youth were select- “Child Welfare
Leader.”
ed to participate
in the program
where they gained valuable experience working for the Tribe. In addition to hands-on
work experience, youth participated in
workshops first aid/CPR, application/resume
writing, and yard equipment safety.
A primary mission for Children and Family Services (CFS) is to strengthen families
through a variety of programs, counseling
services and wellness programs. These pro-

grams are critical for
providing a healthy
environment for
young lives so they
can be ready for, and
fully participate in
their learning years.

In 2014,
CFS received
“High Honors”
from the
Harvard
Project/
Honoring
Nations
Board for the
Child Welfare
Program.

Youth Services
within Children
and Family Services
have a number of
programs for youth education and prepare
our young Tribal members for careers. In
2014, Youth Services sponsored college trips
and youth conferences that introduced Tribal
Members to future educational and leadership possibilities.

Aurora Sullivan, Kylie Carpenter,
Hawa Tunkara, Faith Sullivan
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Tribal Goal 2: Manage growth in a manner that
ensures that future generations have adequate
land, that needed infrastructure and tribal facilities
are well planned, coordinated and developed, and
that the costs of growth are considered.
2014 was the year the tribe reorganized the
economic development branch Noo-kayet
Development Corporation and hired a new
executive director. The newly energized group
immediately went to work developing a master
plan and laying out plans for a new hotel. The
hotel was further refined with elevation drawings, floor plans and other detailed drawings
that will set the stage for construction plans.
Hotel construction should start in 2015!
Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe Planning
Department took the lead in making sidewalk and drainage improvements to the Bud
Purser subdivision. These improvements have
been sorely needed for years, and should help
alleviate much of the flooding and annoying
soggy surroundings of Bud Purser.
The Planning Department also made significant progress on replacing the Point Julia
Bridge by preparing engineering plans and
selecting a contractor. Construction of the
new bridge will begin spring of 2015.
Work has begun on a new subdivision in the
vicinity north of Eaglewood. There will be
approximately 30 lots within the develop<<< Jayden Fulton,
Cade Fulton

ment. Preliminary engineering work on the
sewer and water design for the new subdivision is underway.
Additional parking, sidewalks and landscaping
is being planned for the administrative campus in the area of the Health Clinic and Early
Childhood buildings. Survey work is now underway and construction should start in 2015.
Engineering plans for a new sewer system
have been prepared and construction should
start in the summer of 2015. This will be one
of the most expensive projects that the tribe
has tackled and will involve abandoning the
current sewer site and building a brand new
facility up at the business park. The new facility will be complete with new oﬃces, storage
and garages.
Heronswood staﬀ been busy working with
the legal staﬀ to bring Heronswood into
Trust status, which will ultimately open the
door for planning and development opportunities. In the meantime, Heronswood staﬀ
is busy making modest improvements to the
facilities, such as roof and deck repairs.
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Tribal Goal 3: Ensure that Port Gamble Bay
is Protected, Enhanced and Returned to a
Healthy Environment
In 2014, the Tribe continued to work with
the Department of Ecology on the cleanup
planning and design. The work is the culmination of a years-long eﬀort that involved the
tribal Legal Department and Natural Resources negotiating with a number of government agencies and private parties. In addition
to removing obsolete structures and materials
from the bay, the cleanup will include the
removal of toxic sediment that is primarily
a result of wood debris deposited from years
of mill operation, as well as dredging and
capping contaminated sediment. Cleanup
actions will begin in July 2015.
In the summer and fall of 2014, Natural
Resources took the lead in removing obsolete
creosote pilings, as well as the beloved old
Point Julia Dock and abandoned barge. A
host of fishing related debris found in the water (abandoned nets, traps, fishing line, etc.)
has been recovered. Perhaps most noticeable,
a successful eﬀort has been made to remove
garbage and debris from the beach.

and Pope Resources reached a preliminary
agreement on the mediation issues and a legal
settlement agreement is being developed in
2015. Through the mediation, the tribe is
working with Pope Resources to acquire land
adjacent to the Reservation and to ensure
that tidelands and other land blocks around
the bay will be oﬀ-limits to development into
the future. The agreement ensures that 17
acres of the mill site land will be restored and
protected from development into perpetuity.
Mill site restoration will include the sloping
of the shoreline to restore natural beaches
and planting vegetation in the riparian areas,
as well as removing a portion of the jetty.
Mill site development will be limited to a
9-acre area on the north end of the mill site
and will be planned to ensure the long-term
health of the bay.

In 2014, the tribe met with Pope Resources through a mediated process to discuss
issues regarding Port Gamble Bay, include
the future of the mill site and the protection
of lands around the Bay. In 2014 the tribe
Aaron Purser, Mildred Decoteau
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Tribal Goal 4: Diversify Reservation Economy
to be Less Dependent on Governmental Funds
and Gaming Revenues
The reorganization of Noo-kayet and subsequent development of a business park master
plan is a major step toward diversifying the
tribal economy.
The master plan calls for the development of
an outdoor mall with trend setting businesses
such as a microbrewery, distillery, wine shop,
bakery, ice cream store, and clothing stores.
The development of a hotel is the first step in
making the master plan a reality. Surveys and
preliminary engineering have been completed
as part of the hotel development project. This
preliminary engineering is setting the stage
for a more diversified tribal economy.
Tribal fisheries oﬀer non-gaming economic opportunities for tribal members. Tribal
fishers participate in openings for salmon,
crab and shrimp. It is shellfish that continues to provide the most income to tribal
members. In 2014, NR completed geoduck
surveys within Hood Canal. The goal of the
project was to focus on tracts that had limited information or incomplete surveys. Also
in 2014, NR reseeded clam and oyster beds
within Hood Canal. The Tribe seeded roughly $150,000 worth of manila clam seed and
$100,000 worth of oyster spat on reservation

beaches and public tidelands.
The Hatchery staﬀ has continued to eﬃciently produce chum and coho salmon for our
Tribal subsistence and commercial fishers. In
2014, the tribe was able to make some major improvements to the hatchery system, to
include a brand new net pen as well as a new
float and work shed. The hatchery reported
that this year’s egg take successfully secured
1.7 million chum salmon eggs, making 2014
one of the best years on record!
In 2014, NR staﬀ continued to stay busy
with its Habitat Research and Restoration
Program which includes ongoing early marine studies on juvenile salmon and forage
fish, a new Herring Embryo Mortality study,
salmon survey, water quality monitoring,
reviewing forest and fish reports, and habitat
conservation eﬀorts.
Heronswood represents an opportunity for
the tribe to realize a more diverse economy.
Already destination for plant enthusiasts,
horticulturalists and scientists from all over
the world, Heronswood has the potential to
become a self-sustaining tribal enterprise. A
signficant step toward this goal in 2014 was
preparation of an application to bring the
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property into Trust. This will provide the
tribe with some flexibility in developing the
property and broadening its appeal for small
conferences, group tours, weddings and
other gatherings.
The Gliding Eagle Market (GEM) is a
non-gaming business that continues to provide
income and jobs to the Tribe. The store already
includes gas, a coﬀee kiosk, a diner and propane
sales. In 2014, GEM employed nearly 40 people, over half of which are tribal members.
It is important to note that a diversified reservation economy will depend on business
development, and the ability to do business
development will depend on sound financial
accounting and skillful investment strategies.
Nookayet is not only focused on operating
tribal businesses but also on investigating other
potential areas of economic development.
The Community Economic Development

plan that was finalized in 2014 is a document that was created for the tribal communty to identify key goals and objectives
for business development and communty
economic growth including eﬀorts to improve workforce development, small business support services, increased local multiplier eﬀect and to improve administrational
structure including, but not limited to
zoning, permiting and certifications.
The CEDS Plan will inform the NKDC
board on what areas are culturally appropriate and viable when making business decisions. The plan identifies potential focus
areas for training and business development
needs to work on until they are ready to be
moved into a for-profit venture.

Kyree McGinty, Kay Jones >>>
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Tribal Goal 5: Preserve and Restore S’Klallam
Tribal History, Language and Culture
The Cultural Resources Department leads the
way in teaching tribal culture and history. The
department has programs for every age group,
to including language classes and history classes/activities for tribal and non-tribal college
students. Cultural Resources staﬀ visited Fairview Junior High School and shared S’Klallam
history and culture with several classes.
Other classes included beading, textile weaving, and a drum making.
Olympic Peninsula Intertribal Cultural Advisory Committee was busy reviewing updates
and editorial changes to the book Who We
Are. The new version promises to be a more
complete and updated version.
Cultural Resources staﬀ had the opportunity
to complete a cultural exchange with the Kake
people in Southeast Alaska. The trip proved
to be a remarkable experience for all involved.
Videos of the trip are being made to share the
experience with the tribal community.
The cultural exchange involved meeting with
Kake oﬃcials and Elders, Cultural Resources
was able to learn about and share traditional
foods, natural resources and activities. The
trip also provided a fascinating insight into a
forgotten battle at Point Julia between Kake
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people and the US Navy in 1856.
Ancestral remains were accidentally uncovered at Point No Point. Cultural Resources
assisted with the traditional reburial of the
remains with the cooperation of other tribes.
Youth Services has a strong cultural component to their activities. During the summer
of 2014 S’Klallam Youth had the opportunity
to attend a four-day culture camp that included visiting important sites such as Point
Julia and Hoko River. A group of younger
Youth attended a one day trip that included
visiting Point Julia, the Shaker Cemetery Site,
Point No Point and Port Gamble. Youth Services holds Song and Dance practice, attends
monthly Inter-S’Klallam Song and Dance
in Jamestown, and goes to coastal jams and
Pow-wows throughout the year.
There were over 12 community youth that
participated in the Paddle to Bella Bella in
2014. Youth Services also collaborate with
other tribes to regularly participate in activities to build relationships between youth.
The tribal archeology/historic preservation
oﬃce continues to provide critical support in
preserving tribal culture and history. Within
the reservation boundaries, the oﬃce con-
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tinues to document and protect important
archeological/historic sites. One of the more
significant activities in 2015 was the careful
exploration of a shell midden on Point Julia. The midden is unique in that it includes
artifacts and materials that document a
continuous history of S’Klallam life beginning approximately 11,000 years ago up to
modern time.

cient fish club, fish hooks and a number of
wonderful stone tools and artifacts. Oﬀ the
reservation, the oﬃce directed the careful
evaluation and recovery of remains found on
Point No Point. In addition to field work,
the oﬃce completed the research and documentation necessary to protect the tribe’s
hunting rights, cultural sites, and ensure the
cleanup of Port Gamble Bay.

The exploration of the site yielded an an-

Courtesy Kitsap Sun Joey Carlos, Andrew Ives
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Tribal Goal 6: Assure Public Safety
on the Reservation.
In 2014, the Legal Department finalized a
total makeover of the tribe’s Law and Order
code. Those sections of the code recognized
as outdated, conflicting or redundant were
flagged and reworked for Council consideration. This was an arduous and painstaking
process that could not have been done without the dedication of the legal department.

In 2014, the Public Safety Department saw
the hiring of a new Police Chief as well as
several oﬃcers. The Police Chief has made a
concerted eﬀort to meet with tribal administrative staﬀ and the tribal community.

S’Klallam Twelves
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Tribal Goal 7: Enhance the Health of
the Tribal Community.
A Dental Clinic milestone was reached in
2014 when the oﬃce implemented a new electronic patient care system. The oﬃce now has
the capability of recording important patient
care information electronically, to include
histories, charts and notes. The oﬃce will soon
have x-rays available on the system as well. The
electronic software will ensure that providers
have timely, important information that will
ultimately lead to better care.

The Health Clinic conducted a Community Health Assessment in 2014 to gauge the
health priorities of the community and gain
a sense of the department’s performance.
The results will be used to implement a plan
of action in 2015 to ensure better patient
care. One of the issues that emerged from
the study was the need for more nursing and
community health representatives. This will
be a focus in 2015.

The Health Clinic has developed a preliminary program for completing Geoduck Diving
physicals. The physicals provide a measure of
safety for both the divers and the crew. The
new physical program prompted one tribal
physician to take the Geoduck diving class to
gain first-hand knowledge of the stresses and
strains associated with the occupation.
In 2014, the Health Clinic was able to get all
of the single men that rely on fishing income
enrolled for health insurance. In the past, the
cost of treating this patient population was
simply borne by the clinic. Now, the clinic
will get compensated and outside referral billings will also be covered by insurance. This
significant accomplishment prompted HHS
Secretary Sylvia Burwell to request a presentation by tribal clinic staﬀ, which happened
during her August 16, 2014 visit.
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Tribal Goal 8: Protect and Enhance Treaty Right
Opportunities for Tribal Members of all ages.
The Natural Resources Department is
charged with the primary responsibility
of protecting treaty right opportunities by
ensuring fishing and wildlife is abundant
for current and future hunters and fishers.
Developing management programs that are
fair, eﬀective and consistent with professional management standards is the first step in
making sure treaty opportunities are available. This is a very diﬃcult task, requiring
scientific studies, surveys, laboratory analysis
and writing of regulations. Placing limits on
harvests to ensure fisheries are healthy for
the future is an important way to protect
and enhance treaty right opportunities for
all tribal members.

threats have been the most pressing issue
in 2014. The Legal department has been
involved in every aspect of protecting Port
Gamble Bay and the Tribe’s treaty rights,
from negotiating pollution mitigation with
government agencies to seeking state appropriations for bay protection. Legal has
worked with Natural Resources for the potential acquisition of lands needed for critical
habitat and buﬀers, to address dock applications and to pursue jetty removal.

In 2014, the Natural Resources Department
was instrumental in developing agreements
and plans with the Department of Ecology
and Pope Resources for the comprehensive
cleanup of Port Gamble Bay. Port Gamble
Bay continues to be a cornerstone in the
tribe’s eﬀorts to protect and enhance fishing
treaty right opportunities.
Without fish or wildlife, there is no treaty
right to protect. So, the Legal department
plays an important role in responding to
threats to fisheries and wildlife. Eﬀorts to
protect Port Gamble Bay from pollution
Lloyd Fulton, Tyler Streun,
James Streun >>>
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Tribal Goal 9: Create more job opportunities
for tribal members.
Tribal administration continues to be a driving force for jobs for tribal members. Tribal
departments, such as Children and Family Services, the Housing Authority, Early
Childhood and others provide numerous
jobs for tribal members and their families.
In 2014, the tribe completed 88 new hires.
80 percent fell within the terms of the Tribal
Preference policy.
In addition to regular full time jobs within
Tribal administration, the tribe hires tribal
members on contract for specialty jobs as
they come available.
In 2014, tribal members were employed
for the comprehensive Port Gamble Bay
cleanup project, providing both income and
hands-on training.
The discovery of ancestral remains at Point
No Point led to the hiring of tribal members
to learn and complete the interment of the
remains. For those helping with the reburial,
the experience provided a link to the past and
provided lessons that will be valuable to the
tribe for future generations.

members working for the Housing Authority
were certified to clean up homes contaminated by illegal drug use. These certifications
provide opportunities for employment both
on and oﬀ the reservation.
Court Services continued to manage the
successful Re-Entry Program. The program
gives tribal members who have criminal
backgrounds training and employment
opportunities. In 2014, the program was
instrumental in helping 5 clients find full
time employment.
The Re-Entry Program was nationally recognized for accomplishments in 2014 and the
team was asked to present at the American
Indian Justice Conference in Seattle and to
put on a National Webinar sponsored by the
American Probation and Parole Association.
The tribe is considered a leader in reducing recidivism and continues to field inquiries about
the program from tribes across the nation.

The Housing Authority provided a number of construction jobs for tribal members
as well as valuable training. In 2014, tribal
<<< Cherish Goodall,
Serenity Goodall
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2014 Years of Service Recognition
30 years

Susan Hanna*

20 years

Candace Aguayo*
Karron McGrady*
Joseph Price*
Chad Sullivan*

15 years

John Price*
Shawnene Simmons*

10 years

Jordan Caldera
Stephanie Carpenter
Elaine Fulton*
Donald Purser*
Tiﬀany Seachord*
Richard Smith
Cynthia Vaughn
Renee Veregge*
Tracy Wellman

5 years

Shalee Baker *
Maria Berry
Ashley Brown
James Cooper
Jo Ann Decoteau*
Justin Decoteau*
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Teyanna Dohermann
Eric Eberhard
John Folz*
Sarah Fulton*
Gregory Graves
Staci Gunnell
Ciarra Hanna*
Daniel Hanson
Jesse Henley
Michael Hultberg
Dennis Jones*
Steven Knowlton*
Amy Membrere
Steven Moe
Destiny Oliver*
John Safly
Timothy Scott
Amber Seachord*
Andrea Smith
Tasheena Stultz*
Heather Sullivan*
*Indicates a tribal member

